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Air & Space Law

National space legislation : a comparative and evaluative analysis / Cham, Switzerland : Springer [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection KZD1145 .N37 2018

Antitrust

TC Law Library General Collection KF1652 .A488 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF1649 .S72x 2018

Biopiracy

The protection of traditional knowledge on genetic resources / Papadopoulou, Frantzeska author. Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K3611.G46 P363 2018

Biotechnology

Regulation of synthetic biology : biobricks, biopunks and bioentrepreneurs / McLennan, Alison, author. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.B54 M38 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.B54 Q54 2018

Business Organizations

Corruption in commercial enterprise : law, theory, and practice / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K5216 .C36 2018
Commercial Law
Understanding the sources of early modern and modern commercial law: courts, statutes, contracts, and legal scholarship / Leiden; Brill/Nijhoff [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K1006 .U43 2018

Constitutional Law
TC Law Library General Collection KF4530 .S88 2018

Central and Eastern European socio-political and legal transition revisited / Central and Eastern European Forum of Young Legal, Political, and Social Theorists Budapest, Hungary) 2016: (8th : Frankfurt am Main; Peter Lang [2017]


Courts
TC Law Library General Collection KNS120 .G33 2017

The performance of international courts and tribunals / Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6250 .P45 2018

Criminal Justice
New perspectives on the structure of transnational criminal justice / Leiden: Brill [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K5001 .N49 2018

Criminal Law & Procedure
Crime without punishment: aspects of the history of homicide / Friedman, Lawrence M. 1930- author. (Lawrence Meir), Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KF9306 .F75 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF9011 .F745 2018

Neurolaw and responsibility for action: concepts, crimes, and courts / Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K5064 .N48 2018
Criminal Law & Procedure (cont’d)

Slavery and the death penalty: a study in abolition / Malkani, Bharat, author. Abingdon, Oxon; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KF9227.C2 M34 2018

TC Law Library General Collection K5065 .Y34 2018

The western codification of criminal law: a revision of the myth of its predominant French influence / Cham, Switzerland: Springer [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K5051 .W47 2018

Domestic Relations

TC Law Library General Collection K704 .O33 2018

The contested place of religion in family law / Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KF505 .C657 2018

Food & Drug Law

Pharmaceutical patent protection and world trade law: the unresolved problem of access to medicines / Sundaram, Jae, author. Abingdon, Oxon; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.D78 S86 2018

Freedom of Speech

Incitement to terrorism / Leiden; Brill Nijhoff [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7177.153 I53 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF4770 .V35 2018

TC Law Library General Collection K3254 .C65 2018

Human Rights

TC Law Library General Collection KJC5138 .S725 2018
Immigration

TC Law Library General Collection KE4454 .F68 2018

TC Law Library General Collection JV6035 .G3535 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KK6052 .R33 2017

Intellectual Property

Big copyright versus the people : how major content providers are destroying creativity and how to stop them / Skladany, Martin, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K1420.5 .S59 2018

Digital piracy : a global, multidisciplinary account / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K1485 .D54 2018

Reconciling copyright with cumulative creativity : the third paradigm / Frosio, Giancarlo F., author. Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection K1420.5 .F76 2018

TC Law Library General Collection K1401 .O94 2018

International Law

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3881.S46 C43 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ4214 .S67 2018

International law on the maintenance of peace : jus contra bellum / Kolb, Robert, author. Cheltenham, UK. ; Edward Elgar [2018].
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6374 .K65 2018
International Law (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ4012 .O44 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .G73 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7180 .F76 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1203.A12 O74 2018

Sovereign rules and the politics of international economic law / Froese, Marc D., author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1252 .F76 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .B44 2018

The changing practices of international law / Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .C43 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1208.C36 A145 2018

Judges

TC Law Library General Collection KQC51 .I58 2018

Juvenile Justice

TC Law Library General Collection KF9646 .C665 2018

Rights, race, and reform : 50 years of child advocacy in the juvenile justice system / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KF9779 .R54 2018
**Labor & Employment Law**

TC Law Library General Collection KF3552.F55 2018

**Law & Ethics**

The law of good people: challenging state's ability to regulate human behavior / Feldman, Yuval, 1971- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K346.F43 2018

**Law of the Sea**

Ocean law debates: the 50-year legacy and emerging issues for the years ahead / Leiden ; Brill Nijhoff [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection KZA1145.O33 2018

**Law—Language**

Law in the time of oxymora: a synesthesia of language, logic and law / Neuwirth, Rostam J., author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection K213.N485 2018

**Law—Mexico**

TC Law Library General Collection KGF330.M49 2018

**Legal Education**

TC Law Library General Collection KF299.A35 J33 2018

Reinventing legal education: how clinical education is reforming the teaching and practice of law in Europe / Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KJC89.R45 2018

**Legal History**

TC Law Library General Collection KF7221.H644 2018
Legal Profession

Positive professionals : creating high-performing profitable firms through the science of engagement / Brafford, Anne, author. Chicago, Illinois : ABA Law Practice Division American Bar Association [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KF300 .B73 2017

Literature and the Arts

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PN56.L33 H37 2018

Refugees

Armed conflict and forcible displacement : individual rights under international law / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018.
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6530 .A75 2018

Religion

TC Law Library General Collection KF4868.A84 Q55 2018

Securities Law

TC Law Library General Collection KF1073.I5 C59 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF1073.I5 A95 2018

Terrorism

The rule of crisis : terrorism, emergency legislation and the rule of law / Cham, Switzerland : Springer [2018]
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7220 .R85 2018